Abstract-Membrane computing, which is a new computational model inspired by the structure and functioning of biological cells and by the way the cells are organized in tissues. MC has been adopted in many real world applications including image segmentation. In contrast to the traditional square grid for representing and sampling digital images, hexagonal grid is an alternative efficient mechanism which can better represents and visualizes the curved objects. In this paper, a tissue-like P system with region-based and edge-based segmentations is used to segment two dimensional hexagonal images, wherein P-Lingua programming language is used to implement and validate the proposed system. The achieved experimental results clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of using hexagonal connectivity to segment two dimensional images in a less number of rules and computational steps. Moreover, the results reveal that this approach has the potential of segmenting large images in little number of steps.
employ to process chemical compounds in their compartmental structures.
Hence, in P systems (the computational models of MC), regions which are described by a membrane structure consist of objects evolving which based on specific evolution rules. Those objects can be represented by symbols or alternatively by strings of symbols, wherein multisets of objects are placed inside regions delimited by membranes.
Venn diagram and a tree-like structure are two different organizations of membranes where one membrane may contain other membranes inside it. The transaction from one configuration to another configuration can be accomplished by using the evolution rules in a non-deterministic and maximally parallel way. A series of transitions reveals how the P system is evolving. Different procedures of how to control the communication of objects from a region to another and how to apply the rules as well as membrane desolation, division or creation have been investigated widely in the literature (Păun, 2002) .
As stated previously, MC gets the ideas of the cell aiming to learn mechanisms that could be useful from the perspective of computer science, but the research also takes into consideration how the cells are organized in tissues, as well as, the arrangement of neurons in the human brain. Based on this formalization, there are three basic variants of P systems, namely; (i) cell-like P system, (ii) tissue-like P system, and (iii) neural-like P system (Ibarra and Paun, 2006) . Different types of computing models known as P systems were proposed, motivated by biological related facts or inspired from mathematical or computer science perspectives. A vast number of applications were proposed in the past few decades in different domains -biology, bio-medicine, linguistics, computer graphics, economics, approximate optimization, cryptography and image processing (Paun, 2007) .
In image processing, segmentation is the process of partitioning a digital image into separate regions, with the aim of simplifying or modifying its representation to be more meaningful and easier to understand. Basically, image segmentation is used to find objects and boundaries (lines, curves and etc.) in digital images. Moreover, image segmentation is the method of giving labels to every pixel in an image,; in a way that pixels having same label have similar visual features (Shapiro and Stockman, 2001) . The main objective of any image segmentation method is to perform segmentations in a sense that there is a high correlation between the entities of the real world objects and the regions of the segmentation (Kohler, 1981) . This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a comprehensive summary of related works pertaining to image segmentation using P systems. A basic definition of tissue-like P systems is presented in Section III. Section IV describes the use of tissue-like P system for segmenting hexagonal images, region-based and edge-based segmentation. Section V presents the methodology of segmentation with membrane computing using P-Lingua programming language. The experimental results and comparison are presented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper and suggests some directions for the future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
MC possesses several interesting features including the encapsulation of data, a trivial way of representing information as well as the maximal parallelism, all of which are most proper when handling digital images.
Most recently, a number of research trends have been using MC approaches for solving problems pertaining to digital image processing. In a work relating to segmentation problems, Christinal, et al. (2009) have designed a family of tissue-like P system using communication and evolution rules to get edge-based segmentation of 2D image using 4-adjacency and 3D image using 26-adjacency. Their results have been obtained in a constant number of steps where the system has been implemented by tissue simulator software to check its validity and effectiveness. Christinal, et al. (2010) proposed a membrane computing approach to solve the threshold problem by using cell-like P system rules where the massive parallelism feature of MC has helped the solution to be reached in linear time which depends on the size of the input image. Carnero, et al. (2010) have proposed a new hardware tool including a Field-Programmable Gate Array unit (FPGA) to perform segmentation of digital images for solving edgebased detection and noise removal problem. Their system uses MC method as well as a hardware programming (VHDL) language to propose an ad-hoc processor. In the same context, Reina-Molina, et al. (2010) have developed a new version of tissue-like P system by replacing the concept of one cell with the use of multiple auxiliary cells to deal with segmentation problem to get all the potential parallelization. In another work, Díaz-Pernil, et al. (2010) have proposed a new software tool for segmenting 2D digital images on the basis of tissuelike P system, wherein the object oriented C++ programming language has been used in the implementation part. However, they did not provide a clear explanation regarding the technical aspects of developing the proposed tool. Christinal, et al. (2011) have proposed a tissue-like P system (using communication rules) to perform a region-based segmentation in nine computational steps. In their work, 4-adjacency pixels neighborhood has been used to segment 2D digital images, whereas 26-adjacency has been employed for 3D digital images. A bio-inspired MC software has been proposed by Peña-Cantillana, et al. (2011) to solve the threshold problem and it has been implemented by an innovative device architecture called Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA™). Carnero, et al. (2011) have presented the use of the FPGA to implement tissue-like P system rules for solving segmentation problems. Sheeba, et al. (2011) have proposed tissue-like P system to segment medical image, nuclei of the white blood cells (WBCs) of the peripheral blood smear images in morphology segmentation technique. Their algorithm has been implemented using MATLAB software.
Similarly, Zhang and Peng (2012) have proposed novel infrared object segmentation based on thresholding method using cell-like P system to get the best set of parameters quickly. Christinal, et al. (2012) have proposed a variant of P system (tissue-like P system) using the rules to perform a parallel color segmentation of 2d images based on a threshold method. Peng, et al. (2012) have developed a novel threshold segmentation method based on cell-like P system to improve the performance of the threshold segmentation. Similarly, Yang, et al. (2013) have proposed an image segmentation approach using tissue-like P system to develop conventional region-based image segmentation.
In the work of Díaz-Pernil, et al. (2013) , a CUDA™ has been presented to implement tissue-like P system rules for segmenting images by the use of gradient-based edge detection to enhance the traditional methods of segmenting digital images. Peng, et al. (2014) have proposed a novel segmentation by improving the traditional region-based colour image segmentation method using tissue-like P systems. Isawasan, et al. (2014) used tissue-like P system rules to perform region-based segmentation of 2D hexagonal images where the segmentation steps has been done in 7 steps, but they did not illustrate how they used P-Lingua to perform the segmentation. Peng, et al. (2015) have proposed a new method using cell-like P system to solve the optimal multi-level thresholding problem. Yahya, et al. (2015) have presented a traditional region-based segmentation with tissue-like P system rules. In their proposed work, a simple artificial image has been used to give a more detailed illustration of the basic idea of how P system works. Furthermore, various colour relations have been investigated to illustrate the effect of colors on the segmentation results.
As can be depicted from the literature review presented above, only one work has implemented the region-based segmentation in 6-adjacency of hexagonal image (Isawasan, et al., 2014) . However, Isawasan, et al., did not clearly illustrate how their approach has been implemented in P-Lingua programming language. Hence, in this paper tissue-like P system has been used to segment two dimensional hexagonal artificial images by employing both of edge-based segmentation and region-based segmentation, simultaneously, and illustrate the implementation of hexagonal segmentation in P-Lingua with more details.
Hexagonal grid is an efficient pixel tessellation scheme different from the traditional square grid for modelling and representing digital images. In contrast to square images, the pixels of the hexagonal images are much closer to each other which make the edges more clear and sharp. The main reasons to use hexagonal image processing are: 1) To improve the performance of the image recognition algorithms. 2) To minimize the computational complexity of processing the image and make it much faster. 3) By using this approach, image features can be detected more precisely (He and Jia, 2005) . In this paper, we comprehensively illustrate the idea of 2D image segmentation using hexagonal connectivity based on tissue-like P system. P-Lingua programming language has been used to perform segmentation and to check the validity of the proposed approach. For illustration purpose, a large artificial image with three colors is used to test the effectiveness of the system, as will be shown in Section V.
III. DEFINITION OF TISSUE-LIKE P SYSTEMS
Tissue-like P system, a variant of membrane computing models, was proposed by Martine vide (2003) . The structure of tissue-like P systems is arranged as a graph having two biological inspirations, namely intercellular communications that represent all communication channels available between the cells as well as the communication between cells and environment. The second motivation pertaining to this model is the cooperation between neurons. Tissue-like P system has a distinguishing feature from the computational point of view which is cells do not have electrical charges (Păun, 2010) .
Formally, a family of a tissue-like P system with input of degree q¸ 1 is a tuple (Pan and Pérez-Jiménez, 2010) :
Where the components are defined as follows: 1) = Ʃ ∪ Ɛ is a finite alphabet where each symbol working is called object that is placed in a cell or surrounding the cell (in the environment).
2) Ʃ is the input alphabet (the objects inside the cell)
3) Ɛ is an infinite set of objects that are available in the environment with arbitrary large amount of copies. 4) The multi-sets 1 , … , represent the objects placed in the cells at the beginning of the computation.
5)
is the finite set of communication rules in the following form ( , / , ) , ∈ {0,1,2, … , } , ≠ , , ∈ 6) ∈ {1 … } refers to the input cell.
7)
∈ {0,1 … } refers to the output of the cell.
In the typical framework of MC, each cell is viewed as a computing unit working in a maximally parallel and nondeterministic manner. The configuration is an instantaneous description of the P system at a particular time, where a sequence of computation steps can be applied in a parallel way to get a new configuration. A computation is said to be successful if it halts, reaching a specific configuration where no more rules can be further applied to the current objects. With a halting computation, the associated output can be codified by the content of the output membrane.
IV. SEGMENTATION-BASED ON TISSUE-LIKE P SYSTEM OF 2D HEXAGONAL IMAGE
As can be depicted from the literature review presented previously, only one work has implemented the segmentation of hexagonal (6-adjacent) image (Isawasan, et al., 2014) . The majority of the work reviewed was implemented using 4-adjacent. Isawasan, et al. (2014) have proposed the 6 adjacent in P-Lingua programming platform to obtain region-based segmentation, but they have not provide a comprehensive illustration of how to use P-Lingua or refer to the computational time of segmentation. Hence, this paper adopts the work of (Isawasan, et al., 2014) and obtains edge-based segmentation with region-based segmentation and presents in more details the implementation of P-Lingua as long as showing the time of execution by using a large artificial apple image. We define a family of tissue-like P system to perform regionbased segmentation for 2HD image as follows:
( , ) = ( , Ʃ, 1, 2, , , )
Where the components are defined as follows: 1) Finite all alphabets that working in the system is = Ʃ ∪ Ɛ
2) The input is Ʃ Ʃ = { ∶ ∈ 1 ≤ ≤ 1 ≤ }
3)
The object of environment is Ɛ , where Ɛ={ ̅ : ∈ ˄ 1 ≤ ≤ ˄ 1 ≤ ≤ } ∪ { : 1 ≤ ≤ 7} 4) The mulisets (objects placed in the cell1 and cell2) w1,…, w2 is 
+1 2 ⁄ ) = 1, … ,7. These communication rules make the counter Z i be duplicated in each step.
Type 2 rules:
The type 2 of the rules is basically applied when two adjacent pixels having different colors, those pixels are called border pixels. For instance, the two adjacent pixels with different colours are shown in Fig. 1 . The pixel which has small associated color will be marked, for example, if the system learned that Red colour is greater than Green then the green pixel (G) will be marked and brought from the environment the marked green pixel (Gx) instead of Green pixel for any of the possible directions as shown in Fig. 2 . 
Type 3 rules:
(1, 7 ̅ / , 2) 1 ≤ ≤ ,1 ≤ ≤ . These communication rules will take the marked pixel and send them to cell 2, where the marked pixel will be disappeared 1) The input of the cell is = 1. 2) The output of the cell = 1 if we need to obtain the region based segmentation.
= 2 if we need to obtain the edge-based segmentation.
V. P-LINGUA FOR SEGMENTATION OF 2HD IMAGES P-Lingua is considered as the standard and official programming language of MC (Díaz-Pernil, et al., 2009 ). This language is created to include all P systems variants (cell-like P systems (García-Quismondo, et al., 2009 ), tissue-like P system (Perez-Hurtado, et al., 2014) and neural-like P system (Macías-Ramos, et al., 2012) ). The principal component in PLingua is a PLinguaCore Java library. PLinguaCore Java library accepts as input all text files, XML or P-Lingua format (.PLI), which describe the P system model. Furthermore, PLingua includes parsers to handle input files and built-in simulators to produce P system computations. It can export several output file formats to represent P systems. It is an open source product since expert developers with good knowledge of Java can contribute and add new components to enlarge the library (García-Quismondo, et al., 2010) .
In this paper, the tissue-like P system is used along with the PLinguacore4 java library to implement the segmentation of the hexagonal artificial image as shown below in Fig. 3 which describes the methodology of segmentation implemented in PLingua platform. 
A. Generating P-Lingua File in pli Format
The pixels of the artificial image along with the rules of segmentation of hexagonal 2D image (2DH) is written and placed together in one text file (.txt) and saved as P-Lingua file.Pli. Thus, the basic steps of generating P-Lingua file are explained in detail as shown below.
Input image based on P-Lingua form
The artificial apple image will be analyzed and codified manually as an input in a text file according to the standard syntax of P-Lingua.
1) Input artificial image
The image has hexagonal pixels that are manually codified and inserted into the system as an input image according to the standard syntax of P-Lingua. In tissue-like P system, the image is considered as a cell and the pixels of the image are represented as objects in the cell. Specifically, every pixel (object) has the color and coordinates ( , ). In this paper, the artificial image used is a simple apple image with three colors (Red, Blue and Green) which has been drawn manually with size (13×13) as shown in Fig. 4 .
2) Convert Image to P-Lingua Syntax
The pixels should have color and coordinates as mentioned earlier to match the syntax of P-Lingua. Basically, the color and the coordinates of each pixel will be read and converted to P-Lingua syntax. The standard syntax is to put the color of the pixel followed by curly bracket that contain the coordinate of the associated pixel which in turn will be written in text files. For example, { , }, where x and y are the coordinates of the red pixel in the image as shown below in Fig. 5 . All pixels are converted to the syntax of P-Lingua by following this procedure. 
Writing the rules of segmentation based on P-Lingua form
In this paper, the segmentation rules is based on the rules of membrane computing for 2HD image segmentation method employed in (Isawasan, et al., 2014) . The rules are written in the P-Lingua format with input image and saved in a text file, but with (.Pli) extension. This file is now ready to be executed as shown in Appendix I.
Technically speaking, a 2D digital image can be represented by a matrix where each pixel in the image is an element of the matrix. Basically, in this paper, the 6-adjacent connectivity of neighborhoods surrounding a pixel is considered. The hexagonal pixels are: {( , + 1), ( , − 1), ( + 1, ), ( − 1, ), ( − 1, + 1), ( + 1, − 1)} which contains 6 directions from the central pixel as demonstrated in Fig. 6 . 
B. Process segmentation in P-Lingua program
The PLinguaCore4 java library will simulate the P-Lingua rules to implement the segmentation of the artificial image. All the steps above are to prepare the P-Lingua file (image and rules of segmentation) for simulation by PLinguaCore4 Java library.
C. Output of segmentation in file.txt
The final result of the segmentation process is available in the file that is generated after segmentation (.txt). This file contains the details of every step of segmentation; it contains information like the configuration, input of the cell, the output of cell, the environment, the time of every step, memory used and final time of execution.
Once the image has been segmented using MC, bearing in mind that our model contains two different cells, the output can be read from any of these cells as needed. In the first case, if the output is being read from cell two, then edge-based segmentation will be obtained and visualized. It is worth mentioning that cell two contains the border and edge pixels, that is why edge-based segmentation can be obtained from this particular cell as shown in Fig. 7 . Otherwise, in the second case if the output is being read from cell one, then, regionbased segmentation will be obtained as shown in Fig. 8 . More specifically, there are two types of segmentation strategies which can be obtained regarding the philosophy of reading the output from the chosen cell. 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
According to the literature review, the majority of the works on image segmentation have used 4-adjacency to perform segmentation. Yahya, et al., (2015) presented the segmentation of an artificial apple image with size of 13×13 and three colours (Red, Blue and green) using 4-adjacency connectivity. The time of segmentation was not considered because the segmentation was achieved by implementing a tissue simulator. The same artificial apple image of (Yahya, et al., 2015) was used in this paper, and the total time needed for segmentation using 4 and 6-adjacency connectivity was achieved for the sake of comparison. The results are presented in Table I . It is obvious that using 6-adjacency is more efficient and the processing time is much faster than the 4-adjacency. Moreover, the number of computational steps has been reduced from 9 to 7 steps. The reason of the better performance of 6-adjacency connectivity, as compared with the 4-adjacency, is attributed to the fact that the computational requirement for processing a hexagonally connected image is less than that for square sampled images due to the compact and circular nature of the hexagonal connectivity. There are many conclusions can be drawn from the results in Table I . However, the main conclusion is; the number of edge pixels using both 4 and 6-adjacency were roughly the same but the edge detected of hexagonal-image appears to be qualitatively better. This stems from the consistent connectivity of the pixels in hexagonal-images which aids image segmentation. The hardware platform that used to achieve the results of this paper is a PC with an Intel® Core™ i5-M430 processor running at 2.27 GHz and 4 GB of memory.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, tissue-like P system, a variant of MC, is used to segment two dimensional hexagonal artificial images by employing edge-based segmentation and region-based segmentation. P-Lingua programming language is used to implement and validate the proposed P system. The experimental results have shown that the use of the hexagonal connectivity is more efficient than the four connectivities where the number of rules and computational steps have been reduced from 9 steps to 7 steps. Finally, we can conclude that the use of hexagonal-images rather than the classical squareimages for image segmentation has several advantages as demonstrated in this paper. These are due mainly to the connectivity of the individual hexagonal pixels generating more consistent contours. The proposed framework of segmentation offers an added advantage in using hexagonalimages for image segmentation, namely, great computational savings. This makes a strong case for hexagonal-based image segmentation and seems to reinforce the point that hexagonalimage processing has the potential to be a viable alternative to square-image processing in the future. However, the major limitation of the proposed approach is that the images are codified manually in the system. The reason for that is the hard processing of hexagonal images compared with the traditional square image. In our future work, we aim to find an automatic solution to enter the hexagonal-image in the system.
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